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We prove the following results concerning the index of grammars and 
languages. (1) Any context-free grammar with the terminal vocabulary 
containing only one letter has a finite index. (2) Any type-0 grammar of finite 
index such that any rule is of the form aAfi ~ e~yfi , generates a context-free 
language of finite index. (3) The family of matrix languages of finite index is a full 
AFL. 
In this paper we shall examine some questions related to the index of gram- 
mars and languages, a notion much investigated in the last years. 
First we shall prove that any context-free grammar with the terminal vocab- 
ulary containing only one letter has finite index. Therefore, on this vocabulary 
the problem whether or not there exist two equivalent context-free grammars, 
one of finite and one of infinite index (Salomaa, 1969b), has a negative answer, 
although the problem was affirmatively answered by Jones (1970) giving two 
such grammars for the language L = {a, b}*. 
In Section 3, a result similar to Proposition 10.3 in Salomaa (1973) is proved: 
any language which can be generated by a finite index type-0 grammar with 
rules of the form aAfl -+ c~@ is, in fact, a context-free language of finite index. 
Therefore, the two restrictions: (1) rules without terminal symbols in its left 
side (Salomaa, 1973) and (2) rules of the form ~Afi--~ a713 (with arbitrary 
~, ~, 7), determine the same family of languages, namely, the context-free 
languages of finite index. 
Finally, some results are proved about the index of matrix languages. The 
main result is: the family of matrix languages of finite index is a full AFL  (this 
is a partial answer to the problem whether or not the family of matrix languages 
is an AFL  (Salomaa (1969a, 1973)). 
1. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY DEFINIT IONS 
Generally, the terminology used in this paper is that of Salomaa (1973). We 
are going to specify only some notations. 
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We denote by V* the free monoid generated by the vocabulary V, by A the 
empty string in V* and by I x ] the length of x ~ V*. 
A Chomsky grammar is a quadruple G = (VN, VI ,  S, P), where Vn is the 
nonterminal vocabulary, V x is the terminal vocabulary, S is the axiom of the 
grammar, and P is the set of the production rules. Generally, we denote the 
nonterminal symbols in VN by Latin capital etters, and the symbols in Vx by 
Latin small letters. The language generated by G is denoted by L(G). 
A grammar is called context sensitive in the general sense if all the rules of P 
are of the form aAfi ~ ~7fi with ~, fi, ), ~ Va* (where Va = ~fN k.) VT) , and 
length increasing if all the rules of P are of the form ~ --> fi, with I ~ [ ~ I fi I. 
In what follows, by matrix grammars we shall understand the context-free 
matrix grammars corresponding to the class J t  'a in Salomaa (1973). 
I f  V is a vocabulary, and U C If, for any x ~ V* we denote by U(x) the length 
of the string obtained from x erasing all the occurrences of symbols in V -- U. 
We denote by subu(x ) the length of the maximal subword of x which is in U*. 
I~ G = (VN, VT, S, P) is a grammar and w eL(G), let 
D: S = gO I :::1> ,g]3 2 * " ' "  ~ W/~ = W 
be a derivation of w in G, Then, we define 
ind(D, G)= max VN(W~), 
l~ j~k  
ind(w, G) = min ind(D, G), 
D 
where D exhausts all the derivations of w in G. The index of G is 
ind(G) = sup ind(w, G), 
w~LIG) 
and for a language L and a class q# of grammars we define 
ind,(L) = inf ind(G). 
aeN 
L(G)=L 
For other details on these notions see Salomaa (1973). 
We write indcs, indLx, indcF, indM instead of indf¢ for f# the class of the 
context sensitive, the class of the length increasing, the class of the context free, 
and, respectively, the class of the matrix grammars. 
In Salomaa (1969) it is shown that the Dyek language on {a, b}, denoted by D 
(the language generated by the context-free grammar with the rules S -~ SS, 
S ~ ash, S --+ A) is of infinite index, and the problem is raised whether or not 
there are two context-free equivalent grammars, one of finite and one of infinite 
index. 
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On the vocabulary [f = {a}, the answer to Salomaa's problem is negative. 
We prove this in the following. 
2. THE INDEX OF CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARS WITH card V T = 1 
On the vocabulary with only one element any context-free language L has 
indcF(L ) = 1. Also the grammars have a special situation on this vocabulary, 
namely, any such a grammar has a finite index. The referee told us that this 
result, although unpublished, is known. However, for technical reasons, we 
shall describe it in a short version. 
THEOREM 1. [ f  G = (VN, VT , S, P )  is a context-free grammar with VT = {a}, 
then ind(G) < co. 
Pro@ Any derivation of the form 
B 1 z w 1 => w 2 ::> ... => w n,  
where wi ~ wi+l is obtained using a rule Bi  -~" aiBi+lfii, 1 ~ i ~< n - -  1, and 
B~ = B1, is called a cycle in the grammar G. A cycle is said to be simple if 
Bi¢B¢for  any i4=j ,  1 ~<i , j~<n- -  1. 
In any context-free grammar there exists a finite number of derivations which 
do not use simple cycles, and also there exists a finite number of simple cycles. 
Let c(G) be the number of the simple cycles in our grammar G. 
Because Vx ~- {a}, any two derivations in G which use the same rules but in 
different order, generate the same string. 
In this way we can replace a derivation in G by another derivation in which 
any simple cycle of G is used only one time, and from the other occurrences of 
the initial nonterminal of cycles we derive without using cycles. For any w eL(G), 
we find in this way a derivation D for which ind(D, G) ~ 2m + c(G)m' where 
m ~ max {ind(D, G) [ D: A *~ w, w ~ Va*, D is a derivation without cycles}, 
m' = max{ind(D, G) [ D: A *~ w, w c UG*, D represents a simple cycle}. 
Consequently, ind(G) < co and the theorem is proved. 
3. CONTEXT SENSITIVE IN THE GENERAL SENSE LANGUAGES OF FINITE INDEX 
Proposition 10.3 in Salomaa (1973) (due to Ginsburg and Spanier) asserts 
that if a type-0 grammar such that no terminal appears on the left side of any 
rule is of finite index then it generates a context-free language of finite index. 
In what follows we shall prove that the same result is obtained for context 
sensitive in the general sense grammars. Therefore, the two different restrictions 
determine the same class of context-free languages. 
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THEOREM 2. Any type-O language with indcs(L ) < m is a context-free 
language of finite index. 
Proof. Let G = (FN, Vz, S, P) be a grammar with rules of the form 
oLAfi --+ o~,fi, o~, t3, ~, ~ Va*, and L = L(G),  ind(G) = h < oo. Let 
t --  max{] = I ] either ~Afi --~ a~,fl or f lAa ---, ~yc~ is in P}. 
We consider the finite set 
N(G)  = {w ~ Va* - -  VT* [ VN(w) ~ k, sUbvT(20) ~ 2t}, 
and, for any xi ~ N(G)  let Ai  be a new symbol. We denote by N' (G)  the set of 
all the symbols A i and by h the homomorphism defined by h(Mi) = x i for 
A i~N' (G)  and h(a) =a for a~F T . 
For any pair (x i ,  c 0 for which x i ~ N(G) ,  o~ ~ Va* , and x i ~ o~, we consider 
the rules of the form A i -+ ~, with 13 ~ (VT U N'(G))* ,  for which h(Ai) = x~ 
and h(/~) = a. If P '  is the set of these rules and S'  e N ' (G)  such that h(S') = S, 
then we consider the context-free grammar G' = (N'(G),  FT , S', P'). 
We have L(G' )  = L(G).  
Because any rule in P '  corresponds to a derivation in G, we haveL(G') CL(G) .  
Conversely, let there be a derivation in G 
D"  S = 20 0 ~ 20 1 : :~ •- -  =>- w n ~ 7.0 
such that ind(D, G) ~< k. 
Because FN(201) ~. k, we can write w 1 = ~10~2 ""  ~r ,  with either ~j ~ VT* or 
aj ~ N(G) ,  and for any j  the derivation from ~j develops without any dependence 
on ~,  s v~j. All wj wi th j  > 1 will be written in the form 20j.120~,~ "" 20j,~ such 
that ~s *~ 20j,s, 1 ~< s ~< r. 
We replace all ~j in 201 by the corresponding symbol in N'(G) .  
We repeat he above procedure for each w2,~ and so on. 
In this way we obtain a derivation of 20 in the grammar G', hence L(G)  C 
L(G') ,  and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY. Indcs(D) = oo. 
Remark 1. The use of indcs in Theorem 2 is essential. To see this, let us 
consider the length-increasing grammar with the rules S ~ bXab, bX  --~ bY, 
Ya --+ aaY,  Yb --+ Xb, Yb --~ ab, aX-+ Xa.  Obviously, L(G)  = {baObab I b >~ 1} 
and indzi(L(G)) = 1, but L(G) is not a context-free language. 
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4. MATRIX LANGUAGES OF FINITE INDEX 
For the matrix languages a result, similar to Theorem 2, is not true. Indeed, 
the languageL ~ {a~b~c  [n >/ 1} has indM(L ) = 2 but it is not context free. 
Because the matrix restriction does not increase the generative capacity of 
linear grammars, it follows that if indM(L ) = 1, then L is a linear language. 
From Theorem 1 in Brainerd (1968) and from the fact that any language/_, on 
the vocabulary with only one element for which the set lg(L) ~ {[ x I [ x ~L} is 
ultimately periodical, is a regular language, it follows that any language of finite 
matrix index on the vocabulary {a}, is regular. 
It is an important open problem whether or not there exist matrix languages 
of infinite index over V = {a}. I f  the answer will be "not",  in this way a necessary 
condition for a language to be a matrix language is obtained: the set lg(L) to be 
ultimately periodical. 
It is not known whether the class ~a is AFL  (Salomaa 1969a, 1973). A partial 
answer to this question is proved here. 
Let us denote by ~/gl the set of the matrix languages of finite index. 
LEMMA 1. I fLed/ /1  thenL+, L* ~ I .  
Proof. Let us suppose that indM(L ) - -  k and let G = ((VN, [AT, S, P), M)  
be such that L = L(G) and ind(G) -~- k. 
We construct a matrix grammar Gk= ((VN', VT, S', P'), M'), such that 
L(G 7~) = L and any derivation D in G k has ind(D, G l~) ~ k. 
Let be A, S'  two symbols not in V N . Then V N' - -  V N u {A, S'}. 
Let (r 1 , r~, . . . , rs )  be a matrix in M, with r i :Xi-->cq, i = 1,2, . ,s .  I f  
8 8 
~i=1 VN(~i) = s then the matrix remains unmodified. If ~i=1 VN(ai) > s we 
consider the matrix 
(A -+ A,..., A ~ t, r I , r2 .... , rs) 
8 S 
where the rule A -+ A occurs  ~-i=1 ~/rN(O~i) - -  S times. If Y~i=l ~/~N(O~i) < S, then 
we replace the rule r s by the rule r~': Xs --~ a~A*, with t = s - -~7=1 VN(oq). 
I f  M" is the set of the matrices obtained in this way, we consider 
M'  = M"  u {(S '  -~  SAC-l), (A ~ A,..., A ~ a)), 
where _//--~ A occurs k times in the last matrix. P '  is the set of all the rules in M' .  
Any derivation in G' is of index k (moreover, any sentential form derived 
from S'  has exactly k nonterminal symbols). 
It is easy to see that L(G ~) = L. 
Now, we consider the grammar, 
G + -~= ((V~' u {T), VT, S', P"), M"), 
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where 
P" =- (P'  - -  {S' -+ SAk-1}) ~ {S' ~ SA'~-IT; T -+ S 'T ,  T---~ A}, 
M" = (M'  - -  {(S' -+ SA~-I) ,  (A -+ A,..., n --+ A)}) 
u ( ( s '  -+  SA~-~T),  (.4 ~ a,..., A -+ A, T--~ S 'T) ,  
(A ~ A,..., A -~  A, T ~ A)}. 
It is easy to see that L(G +) = L +. 
Moreover, introducing in M"  a matrix (S' ~ A), we obtain a grammar G* 
which generates L*. 
Because the grammar G is of finite index, it follows that L + and L* are matrix 
languages of finite index. 
THEOREM 3. The class d/df is a fu l l  AFL. 
Proof. From Theorem 1.4, Chap. IV in Salomaa (1973) it is sufficient to 
prove that / / / I  is closed under (1) union, (2) + (3) A-free regular substitutions, 
(4) intersection with A-free regular languages, (5) arbitrary homomorphisms. 
Point (1) is obvious; (2) is proved in the theorem above. The points (3), (4), (5) 
follow from the proofs of the corresponding assertions for the family J//a 
(for example, see Friant (1969)). 
Remark 2. In Cremers et al. (1973) it is asserted that indM(D) = 2. How- 
ever, the matrix grammar G with the matrices (S  --+ AB) ,  (S  -+ A), (A ~ aA, 
B ~ bB), (A --~ a, B ~ bS), (A ~ a, B --~ Sb), (A -+ aS; B --~ b), (A -~ Sa, 
B ~ b), (A -+ a, B ~ b), (A -~ A, B --+ A) does not generate the Dyck language, 
as it is claimed in Cremers et al. 
To see this, let us consider the following strings in D (considered also in 
Salomaa (1969)): 
X o 
Xi+I 
Every string in L(G)  - -  {A} 
(1) akb~x, k >/ 1, 
(2) akbk-lxb, k ~ 1, 
(3) akxb k, k >/1,  
(4) d~-lxab ~, k >/1,  
with x eL(G) .  
=A,  
= axibaxib , i >/1.  
is of one of the following forms: 
It is easy to see that none of x i with i >/2  can be written in the above forms; 
therefore L(G) v~ D. 
The problem whether indM(D ) < oo remains open. 
I f  the answer is affirmative, as any context-free language L is of the form 
L = h(Dm n R), where R is regular, from Theorem 3 it follows that indM(L) ~ oo 
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for any context-free language L. Moreover, the family of matrix languages with 
the index less than or equal to a given k is closed under homomorphisms and 
intersection with regular languages. Consequently, if indM(D)~< k, then 
indM(L ) ~< k for any context-free language L. 
Remark 3. The full AFL  ~#y is not closed under intersection and under 
complementation. To see this, let us consider the context-free languages of 
finite index 
L 1 = {a~b ¢' In ~ 1}*, 
L~ = {a~bkla k . . . .  bk'-~ ak'-~bm I n, m, k i >~ 1}. 
(L 2 can be generated by the grammar with the rules S-+ AB,  A -+ aAC,  
C--~ bCa, C -+ ba, A -+a,  B -+ bB, B -+ b.) 
We have L~ c~ L 2 = {(a~b~)~ln >~ 1}. Because lg(L~ c~ L2) = {2n~ [n /> 1}, 
it follows that lg(L~ (3 L2) is not an ultimately periodical set, hence L 1 c3 L 2 is 
not in J [ l -  
DEFINITION. I f  S: V -+ ~(U*)  is a substitution, then we define the strongly 
inverse substitution 
s-l: ~(u, )  -~ ~(v* )  
bys - l (L )  = {x xE  V*, s(x) CL} ,LC  U*. 
PROPOSITION. Let ~ be a fu l l  AFL.  I f  o,~ is closed under strongly inverse finite 
substitutions then ~ is closed under intersection. 
Proof. Let L 1 , L 2 be in ~-q~, L 1 , L 2 C V*, and a 1 , a 2 , a 3 not in V. Obviously 
a l l  1 t) a2L ~ E c~. 
Let us consider the finite substitution 
s: v u {~} ~ ~((v u {a:, a~})*) 
defined by s(aa) = {al,  as} , s(a) = a, for any a ~ V. Let there also be the 
homomorphism 
h: V u {a3} -+ V* 
defined by h(aa) = h, h(a) = a for any a c V. 
We can easily prove that 
L~ n L ,  = h(s-l(alL1 w a2L~) . 
therefore if s-l(alL1 u a2L2) ~ ~o, then L 1 (3 L~ c ~ and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY. . /~  is not closed under strongly inverse finite substitutions. 
The corollary is true also for #//[~. Moreover, there is a context-free language L 
and a finite substitution s such that s I(L) is not in 0//¢'~. 
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